R1208x Series
DESIGN GUIDE
NO.ED-314-170330

TYPICAL APPLICATION

VIN : 5 V to 22 V
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Typical Application 1. 10 LEDs in series x 4 parallels, up to 80 mA per LED,
5 V or higher power supply voltage, using 4 LED channels

VIN : 2.7V to 5 V
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Typical Application 2. 10 LEDs in series x 4 parallels, up to 80 mA per LED,
less than 5 V power supply voltage, using 4 LED channels
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VIN : 5 V to 22 V
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Typical Application 3. 10 LEDs in series x 16 parallels, up to 20 mA per LED,
5 V or higher power supply voltage, using 4 LED channels

VIN : 5 V to 22 V
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Typical Application 4. 10 LEDs in series x 6 parallels, up to 40 mA per LED,
5 V or higher power supply voltage, using 3 LED channels
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VIN : 5 V to 22 V
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Typical Application 5. 10 LEDs in series x 2 parallels, up to 160 mA per LED,
5 V or higher power supply voltage, using 4 LED channels

VIN : 2.7 V to 5 V
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Typical Application 6. 10 LEDs in series x 2 parallels, up to 80 mA per LED,
less than 5 V power supply voltage, using 2 LED channels
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RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS
Recommended Inductors
Frequency (kHz)
L1 (μH)

750

10

450

22

Parts No.

Rated Current (mA)

Size (mm)

VLS252010ET-100M

550

2.5 × 2.0 × 1.0

VLF302512MT-100M

620

3.0 × 2.5 × 1.2

VLF403212MT-100M

900

4.0 × 3.2 × 1.2

VLF504012MT-100M

1320

5.0 × 4.0 × 1.2

VLF302512MT-220M

430

3.0 × 2.5 × 1.2

VLF403212MT-220M

540

4.0 × 3.2 × 1.2

VLF504012MT-220M

890

5.0 × 4.0 × 1.2

VLS5045EX-220M

1800

5.0 × 5.0 × 4.5

Recommended Components
Symbol
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Parts No.

60

CRS12

60

RB060M-60

C1

25

C3225JB1E475M

C2

50

C3

25

C1608X5R1E224M

C4

6.3

CM105B105K06

D1

*1

Rated Voltage (V)

When ILED = 80 mA or lower at 750 kHz

C2012X5R1H225K
C2012X5R1H105K*1

R1208x
NO.ED-314-170330

TECHNICAL NOTES
The performance of power source circuits using this IC largely depends on the peripheral circuits. When selecting
the peripheral components, consider the conditions of use. Do not allow each component, PCB pattern and the
IC to exceed their respected rated values (voltage, current and power) when designing the peripheral circuits.

Selection of Inductor
Peak current of inductor (ILmax) in normal mode when the efficiency is 80% can be calculated by the following
formula.
ILmax = 1.25 x ILED x VOUT / VIN + 0.5 x VIN x (VOUT − VIN) / (L1 x VOUT x fosc)

⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅

When starting up the IC or when adjusting the brightness of LEDs, a large transient current may flow into an
inductor (L1).
ILmax should be equal or smaller than the current limit of the IC.
When deciding the rated current of inductor, ILmax should be considered.
It is recommended that L1 with 10 µH to 22 µH be used.

Selection of Capacitor
Set a 1 µF or more input capacitor (C1) between the VIN and GND pins as close as possible to the pins.
Set a 1 µF output capacitor (C2) between the VOUT and GND pins if ILED ≤ 80 mA and an inductor is 10 µH.
In other cases, set a 2.2 µF or more output capacitor (C2) between the VOUT and GND pins.

VS Pin Connection at VIN < 5 V
When using the VS pin at VIN < 5 V, it is recommended that the VIN pin and the VS pin be short-circuited each
other. Refer to Typical Application 2 and 6. There’s no capacitor required between the VS pin and the GND pin.
If the VIN pin and the VS pin are not shorted each other, a capacitor (C3) is required between the VS pin and the
GND pin. Refer to Typical Application 1, 3, 4, and 5.

Selection of Diode
For a rectifier diode, use a schottky barrier diode that has low VF.
It is recommended to select a schottky barrier diode that has low reverse current and low parasitic capacitance.
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LED Current Setting
The LED current (ILEDSET) when a ”H” PWM signal is applied to the CE pin (Duty = 100%) can be determined by
the value of feedback resistor (RSET). If a 10 kΩ resistor (RSET) is placed between the ISET pin and the GND pin,
the LED pin current will be set to 20 mA.
ILEDSET = 0.103 × RSET / (41.5 k + RSET)
Choose 4.4 kΩ (10 mA) to 143 kΩ (80 mA) for RSET.
By using the application example of Typical Application 5, the LED current can be set between 80 mA to 160 mA.
The LED current can be set up to 320 mA by using the four LED pins.

LED Dimming Control
The brightness of the LEDs can be adjusted by applying a PWM signal to the CE pin. By inputting “L” voltage for
a certain period of time (Typ. 12 ms for R1208KxxxA/ 18 ms for R1208KxxxB), the IC goes into standby mode and
turns off LEDs. ILED can be controlled by the duty of a PWM signal for the CE pin.
The relation between the high-duty of the CE pin (Hduty) and ILED is calculable by the following formula.
ILED = Hduty × ILEDSET
The minimum High-duty of a PWM signal can be controlled up to 2.3% (Ta = 25°C).

PWM Dimming Adjustment Frequency
The frequency range of a PWM signal should be set within the range of 200 Hz to 300 kHz.
In the case of using a 20 kHz or less PWM signal for dimming the LEDs, the increasing or decreasing of the
inductor current (IL) may generate noise in the audible band. In this case, connect a capacitor (C4) between the
ISET pin and GND pin.
In the case of using a 20 kHz or more PWM signal, connecting a capacitor is not required. Refer to Typical
Application 2, Typical Application 5 and Typical Application 6 for details.

ISET

RSET
C4 (opt.)
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Unused LED Current Source
Unused LED pin should be connected to GND. When using two or three LED pins, it is recommended that the
rest of the LED pins should be connected as below.
Using two LED pins: LED 2 and LED 4 should be connected to GND. Refer to Typical Application 6.
Using three LED pins: LED 4 should be connected to GND. Refer to Typical Application 4.

Current Paths on PCB
Figure 1 and Figure 2 show flows of current paths of the application circuits when MOSFET is ON and when
MOSFET is OFF, respectively.
Parasitic elements (impedance, inductance or capacitance) in the paths pointed with red arrows in Figure 1
and Figure 2 influence stability of the system and cause noise outbreak. It is recommended that these parasitic
elements be minimized.
In addition, except for the paths of LED load, it is recommended that the all wirings of the current paths be
made as short and wide as possible.

Load

Load

Figure 1. MOSFET-ON

Figure 2. MOSFET-OFF

PCB Layout Recommendation

⋅ Place C1 as close as possible to the VIN and GND pins. Also, connect the GND pin to the wider GND plane.
⋅ Make the LX land pattern as small as possible.
⋅ Make the wirings between the LX pin, the inductor and the diode as short as possible. Also, connect C2 as close
as possible to the cathode of the diode.

⋅ Place C2 as close as possible to the GND pin.
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TYPICAL BOARD LAYOUT
Topside

Backside

DFN(PLP)2730-12 Typical Board Layout less than 5 V power supply voltage

Topside

Backside

DFN(PLP)2730-12 Typical Board Layout more than 5 V power supply voltage
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1. The products and the product speciﬁcations described in this document are subject to change or discontinuation of
production without notice for reasons such as improvement. Therefore, before deciding to use the products, please
refer to Ricoh sales representatives for the latest information thereon.
2. The materials in this document may not be copied or otherwise reproduced in whole or in part without prior written
consent of Ricoh.
3. Please be sure to take any necessary formalities under relevant laws or regulations before exporting or otherwise
taking out of your country the products or the technical information described herein.
4. The technical information described in this document shows typical characteristics of and example application circuits
for the products. The release of such information is not to be construed as a warranty of or a grant of license under
Ricoh's or any third party's intellectual property rights or any other rights.
5. The products listed in this document are intended and designed for use as general electronic components in standard
applications (oﬃce equipment, telecommunication equipment, measuring instruments, consumer electronic products,
amusement equipment etc.). Those customers intending to use a product in an application requiring extreme quality
and reliability, for example, in a highly speciﬁc application where the failure or misoperation of the product could result
in human injury or death (aircraft, spacevehicle, nuclear reactor control system, traﬃc control system, automotive and
transportation equipment, combustion equipment, safety devices, life support system etc.) should ﬁrst contact us.
6. We are making our continuous eﬀort to improve the quality and reliability of our products, but semiconductor products
are likely to fail with certain probability. In order to prevent any injury to persons or damages to property resulting from
such failure, customers should be careful enough to incorporate safety measures in their design, such as redundancy
feature, ﬁre containment feature and fail-safe feature. We do not assume any liability or responsibility for any loss or
damage arising from misuse or inappropriate use of the products.
7. Anti-radiation design is not implemented in the products described in this document.
8. The X-ray exposure can inﬂuence functions and characteristics of the products. Conﬁrm the product functions and
characteristics in the evaluation stage.
9. WLCSP products should be used in light shielded environments. The light exposure can inﬂuence functions and
characteristics of the products under operation or storage.
10. There can be variation in the marking when diﬀerent AOI (Automated Optical Inspection) equipment is used. In the
case of recognizing the marking characteristic with AOI, please contact Ricoh sales or our distributor before attempting
to use AOI.
11. Please contact Ricoh sales representatives should you have any questions or comments concerning the products or
the technical information.

Halogen Free

Ricoh is committed to reducing the environmental loading materials in electrical devices
with a view to contributing to the protection of human health and the environment.
Ricoh has been providing RoHS compliant products since April 1, 2006 and Halogen-free products since
April 1, 2012.

http://www.e-devices.ricoh.co.jp/en/
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